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Introduction

Resistance to change is a universal characteristic of large bodies,

and such "inertia" is especially common to educational institutions.

This "inertia" may prove to be beneficial in some instances and detri-

mental in others. When it comes to instructional innovation in a

physics department of a large university, to overcome tradition is a

task indeed. In such situations the primary sources of difficulty are

the size of the course to be transformed, and the lack of time for

existing faculty and staff within the department to take on this large

task in addition to their other teaching and research responsibilities,.

At Cornell University, members of the Physics Department and the Science

Education Department have combined their efforts to overcome these diffi-

culties and to bring about such a change in introductory physics instruc-

tion with very favorable results. This paper will deal with that change,

the implementation of an audio-tutorial (A-T) mode of instruction in an

introductory physics course for non-physical science majors. 2

Rationale for Change

The desirability for change from the traditional lecture-recitation-

laboratory (L-R-L) approach to physics instruction was recognized by

Dr. Kenneth Greisen, senior professor for the course, and reflects simi-

lar recognitions by physicists at other institutions, as indicated by

the various attempts to use alternative modes of instruction (e.g.,

Ben Green at M.I.T. , Clifford Swartz at Stony Brook 4 Gunther Schwarz

at Florida State8
'

6
, Lowell Knoop at Jefferson High School 7

, to name just

a few). Some of the more common complaints frequently heard from students

who have experienced the L-R-L approach were rather nicely summarized

by Dr. J.A.G. McClelland 8
. They are:

1. The lecture may suffer from a lack of efficiency, efficacy,

and general humaneness for some students.
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2. The lecture is, by necessity, a one-shot affair in which students

could miss part, or for that matter all, of the information in his
frantic attempt at note-taking.

3. Demonstrations often are hard to observe, and, generally, offer

little opportunity for personal involvement on the student's part.

4. Laboratory sessions are often not in synchronization with the

material presented in the rest of the course, and sometimes the

relatedness to the rest of the course is not at all clear.

5. The recitation meeting too often becomes a mini-lecture for

some, a passive, dogmatic "do-it-this-way" problem session for

others and a coherent, meaningfully spent hour for far to few.

In recognition of some of these shortcomings of the traditional

L-R-L approach it was decided by Greisen and McClelland that an attempt

would be made to use a method of instruction which would integrate most

of the tasks now being handled separately by t)e lecture and laboratory,

and at the same time provide some means of permitting the student to

more efficiently control his own work in the course. To fulfill these

desires they decided to explore the use of an A-T method of guidance

and instruction similar to that used by Dr. S.N. Postlethwait. Dr.

Joseph Novak, the head of the Science Education Department at Cornell,

worked with Professor Postlethwait when ney originated the audio-

tutorial approach for use in the introductory botany course at Purdue

University in 1961.9 With his background and experience in applying

A-T methods to various levels and subjects of instruction, Novak was

able to provide valuable orientation and guidance in the exploration.

The Nature of A-T

In the A-T approach, a tape-guided discussion is integrated with

various student activities, such as laboratory work, viewing film-loopsv

observing and conducting demonstrations, solving problems, and so forth.

All materials are available in a central location with an instructor on

duty for individual help at all times. There are several aspects of

the A-T approach that make it very attractive as an instructional format.

Among them are the following:

2
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1. Self-Pacing - The student is free to choose the amount of time

he needs to spend on physics. He may do his week's work at one

or several different times, depending on his interest and con-

straints in his schedule imposed by other commitments. In addi-

tion he has control of the taped narration by being able to stop

to ponder and, if necessary, replay difficult sections.

2. Integration of Activities - The laboratory work, demonstrations,

film-loops, etc, can be presented when they seem most appropriate,

not as determined by a rigid class schedule. The student then

has the prerogative to change the sequence and/or order of

presentation if he so desires.

3. Concentration of Effort - The student is self-motivated to do

the work when he sees fit, and while working individually in a

carrel he is isolated from disturbing influences. (All work

is not necessarily done individually, though it can be. Many

activities may be planned and carried out in small groups.)

4. Lessons are a Tested Presentation - Material presented to

students is reviewed for correctness with a faculty member and

is tested before final form is achieved. Revision is rela-

tively quick, easy and effective, even during the period of the

lesson's presentation. All students are receiving uniform

recheckable input, which from the standpoint of debugging and

control offers definite advantages.

5. Variety of Approach - A multi-media input brings experiments,

problems, demonstrations, visual aids, etc. to the student.

A variety of levels may be offered to conform to the student's

background and needs. For example, calculus and non-calculus

tracks could be implemented as well as tracks for remedial

work or extension.

6. Immediate Feedback - Through the use of self-quizzes and fre-

quent checks with the instructor, the student can monitor his .

own progress. With the availability of an instructor in the

center at all times, the student is able to obtain assistance

at the exact time that a difficulty is encountered.

3
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The production of a coherent unit of material, consisting of the

study guides and scripts for the taped narations of the main lessons

and associated activities, is by no means a trivial task. Although it

is difficult, and possibly misleading, to guess at a "reasonable

figure" to associate with the time required for one or more persons to

plan and develop at A-T presentation, a "ball park" estimate of 20 to

30 manhours per hour of taped presentation and its associated written

materials might not be too far out of line. Obviously, the time for

preparation is a function of a large number of factors and varies

widely from unit to unit. Certainly the time and effort associated with

the production of an A-T unit could be reduced by adopting shortcut pro-

cedures, but this would most likely have to be done at the expense of

the effectiveness of the lessons.

The steps taken in the development of A-T materials quite closely

parallels those taken in othev instructional development projects.

Ideally, the steps involved would be:

1. Specification of instructional objectives, as agreed upon by

all personnel associated with the course. These objectives

should not only serve as guides for the planning and develop-

ment of the lessons, but they should also be spelled out, in

some manner, in these lessons, so that the students can be

aware of them.

2. A search for appropriate laboratory activities, demonstrations,

film-loops, visual materials, etc. to be incorporated in the

lessons, or presented as supplements to them. Those activities

and materials ultimately selected for use should provide as

much direct experience and active involvement of the students

in the lessons as possible.

3. Preparation of an outline of the conceptual development on the

basis of psychological considerations as well as the inherent

logical structure of the material.

4. Writing of the preliminary scripts and associated study material.

In this initial writing the following factors must be considered.

a) The taped presentation is not to be a recorded .Lacture.
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b) The activiti s and materials should be programmed into the

presentation at appropriate points so as to provide a smooth,

coherent unit.

c) Creative use of humor, music, voice combinations and sound

effects on the tape can provide a novelty effect and thus

enhance attentiveness.

5. Review of the preliminary version of the script and study guides

hsy other members of the staff and faculty to uncover mistakes

and potential weaknesses, and then make necessary corrections

and prepare a trial version.

6. Use of the trial version with a few volunteer students to

or.tain feedback (on such matters as cueing, pacing, clarity of

dipections, uncorrected mistakes, ambiguities, etc.) and then

presentation of a second version of the material which could

be separated into smaller (e.g., single-concept, daily, weekly,

biweekly) lessons.

7. Duplication and set-up of the revised vursion of the lesson for

use by the students.

8. Evaluation of student accomplishments and analysis of weak-

nesses of the unit in terms of student response and perfor-

mance in quizzes and laboratory work.

9. Revision of the unit and preparation for future presentation, on

the basis of strengths and weaknesses revealed in the use of the

second version.

The Use of A-T in Physics 101-102

In the design used for the Physics 101-102 A-T exploration a typi-

cal week's activities for a student would primarily take place in the

A-T Center, which was liberally scheduled to be open each weekday and

several evenings. The number of hours scheduled was determined on the

basis of an anticipated required time phis about 30 percent "buffer"

time. Study times were not assigned, thus students were free to arrange

their work at their convenience. A majority of students, therefore,

found that they could study physics when they "felt like it" and used

this as one of the main determining factors in deciding when to go to
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the Center. Students were strongly encouraged to finish a week's work

in that week. To accomplish this, most students used more than one

sitting to finish, but others expressed their appreciation for being able

to work in one concentrated session.

The A-T Center was furrished with student work space, instructor

conference area and a coffee facility, in additIon to the carrel units,

film-loop viewing area and laboratory and demonstration areas. (See

Figure ONE)

In a typical visit to the Center a student would cher2k-in by re-

cording tlle date, time, and intended activity on his record card. He

would then pick up a study guide and any other handout materials, and

go to an empty carrel. Shortage of carrel space was a minor problem

late in certain welks arJ, as expected, before examinations. In the

carrel, the student would put on the headphones and start the tape. The

Instructor's taped narration would then take over and guide the student

through the development of conceptual material, and suggest at appropri-

ate points in the development that the student conduct related demonstra-

tions and laboratory work, view film-lcdops and work with associated study

material. If some point in the taped prosentation was not clear to the

student, he could rewind the tape and go ovel. the point of difficulty.

(It is intereTt-ing to note that a comparable option is usually not avail-

able to the student in a large lecture situation.) If and when a ques-

tion or ambiguity arose which the student was unable to resolve, he could

stop the activity, whether it be trped discussion or demonstration, and

get assistance from the instructor on duty. At any one time it would

be common to see students working in carrels, watching film-loops, per-

forming laboratory work, doing demonstrations, interacting with other

students, talking with the instructor, and so forth.

It was found that one instructor could easily handle the queries

of students using ten carrel setups and in some instances more than this

number without feeling overburdened. Certain common difficulties or

errors which arise in connection wit% the A-T materials, and the tapes

or study guides can be rather easily revised to alleviate such problems.
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The basic core of material for the week, typically consisting of

one hour of tape discussion plus time for associated activities, film-

loops, demonstrations, laboratory work, and option material available

fo.:, the student to use as he wishes. Most of the students found the

optional demonstrations very helpful, and they liked the demonstrations'

"look see" nature, with no long detailed writeups required.

On the average, the students spent about three hours per week in

the A-T Cent:.r, though the times varied over a wide range for students,

(from extreme instances of individual times in one particular week

ranging from zero to twenty hours). Though there is no way of precisely

knowing, students felt they spent no more time in the A-T portion of the

cour se. than would have been necessary for studying the same material by

the traditiondl format.

The Exploration of 1969-70

The Physics 101-102 course taught by Dr. Greisen at Cornell Univer-

sity is a four semester hour, non-calculus, introductory physics course

taken primarily by students majoring in the biological or agricultural

sciences. Of the approximately 400 students enrolled in the course,

about 70 percei.t are enrolled in the College of Agriculture, and 25

percent in the College cf Arts and Sciences; 20 percent are taking a

premedical curriculum, and 27 percent are taking a preveterinary curri-

culum. The course is taught througho'6t the year with Physics 101 offered

in the Autumn Semester and Physics 102 presented in the Spring Semester.

The standard format for the course is to have students attend two one-hour

lectures and two one-hour recitation meetings each week, ard a two-hour

laboratory period on alternate weeks. This mode of instruction is re-

ferred to as the L-R-L format.

The first material selected for presentation via A-T was a 2 1/2

week unit on Heat and Thermodynamics scheduled for use in November, 1969.

Greisen and McClelland selected this unit because it was rather short and

self-contained, and it offered ample opportunity for including active

involvement of the student in the lessons. Material was produced by
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McClelland and Martin Thorsland and "debugged" by having several students

w:lo had completed the course the previous year work through the prelim-

inary versions. During a 2 1/2 week period in November, three, of the

19, recitation sections in the course were selected for participation in

the A-T program, and these students were excused from regular lectures

and laboratory sessions. They still attended their two regular recita-

tion meetings per week where problems were discussed as usual.

After the unit ended, all students in the course took the same exam,

and the A-T students demonstrated as much understanding of the Heat and

Thermodynamics material as the L-R-L students. However, the affectiv-

response of the A-T students was so favorable (students overwhelmingly

preferred the A-T method over the regular approach, and cited reasons

similar to those outlined above) that Greisen and those of us interested

in continuing the exploration made plans for presentation of another A-T

unit in the Spring Semester. Owing to other demands in his schedule

McClelland had to retire to an advisory capacity and the authors shared

the responsibility for continuing the effort.

During the spring, a unit on Special Relativity was presented.

Greisen selected the topic of Special Relativity becuase it is probably

the least amenable unit for presentation via the A-T method of any unit

in the course. The rationale behind this attempt was simply that if this

particular unit could successfully be adapted to A-T presentation, any-

thing else treated in the course could as well.

We set out early in 1970 to produce the materials for the unit. In

the course of the development of the unit we worked more closely than

before with Greisen and Delvaille who were jointly in charge of the course

at the time, and this interaction served to produce a certain unity of

purpose toward the improvement of instruction.

In March 1970, this second unit was presented to about fifty students.

Everything proceeded quite smoothly, and it was obvious that student

interest had increased to the point where about twenty students, not

selected for participation in the trial, took it upon themselves to come
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to the A-T Center for extra help. This interest did not go unnoticed.

Many people finally became aware that this method was workable and that

the purposes established within the new approach were viable and realiz-

able.

Plans For 1970-71

On the basis of the rather successful outcome of the use of the two

A-T units during the 1969-70 academic year, sufficient interest had been

generated that those of us involved in the earlier work decided to seek

permission from Dr. Holcomb, the head of the Physics Department, to con-

tinue on an expanded scale, during the 1970-71 academic year. Staff and

faculty members felt that it was necessary to try the use of A-T over a

longer period of time with a somewhat larger group of students. With

the rather late completion and evaluation of the results of the second

unit, there was little opportunity to seek funding and staff to carry-out

a large-scale writing and development program to prepare materials for the

entire course during the summer of 1970. Holcomb and Greisen decided,

however, that Federal or private foundation funding would be looked into

as a possible solution to the cost of future expansion by the Physics

Department.

Our initial plans for the Autumn Semester (Physics 101) were to

develop and present material from the beginning of the semester, through

the topics of kinematics and about half of dynamics, through momentum

conservation. Greisen was partic,larly interested in seeing whether

the laboratory work, (involving the use of an oscilloocope, air track,

photo cell gate, and other complex devices), associated with this mat-

erial could be incorporated in a more meaningful and less tedious

fashion than he had previously been able to achieve. Treatment of these

topics would represent a period of about one month of presentation

time, and would terminate with the first preliminary examination serving

as a rather convenient point for the students to return to the regular

L-R-L course format. In addition, the existing unit on Heat and Thermo-

dynamics, scheduled 3 1/2 weeks later, would be revised and the students

would at that time return to the A-T presentation of this material.

Though it would have been desirable to have a continuous A-T presenta-

9
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tion from the start of the semester through the revised Heat material,

it was deemed too large a task for us to undertake on a "part-time"

basis. Fortunately, Dr. Ezra Heitowit, a post-doctoral fellow from the

Center for Research in Education and Vivian Talisayen, another graduate

student in Science Education with a strong physics background, agreed

to assist with the development of the intervening material on angular

momentum, gravitation, planetary motion, and energy, as well as assisting

with the staffing of the A-T Center. With this welcome assistance it

was possible to provide a continuous presentation of the material in

Physics 101 for the first ten weeks of the course, leaving only the

concepts of waves and optics to be treated by the L-R-L method.

The Autumn Semester's ExRloration

The primary differences in the physical and administrative arrange-

ments between the trial effort of 1969-70 and that conducted during the

Autumn Semester of 1970-71 were as follows:

1. The students were exposed to a much longer continuous presenta-

tion (approximately three-quarters of a semester) from the

beginning of the course.

2. The number of students involved had increased from about 50 to

70.

3. Staff participating in the A-T work had increased, and the

graduate student teaching assistants, normally scheduled to

serve as recitation instructors of the students participating

in the A-T work, were more actively involved in staffing and

preparation.

41 The physical facilities had improved through the use of a very

pleasant, well-lighted, newly-remodeled room which had been

furnished with eight carrel units and laboratory-demonstration

tables. This represented a welcome change from the temporary

arrangement used for the previous year's trial units.



1. Entire student effort was spent at work in the A-T Center with-

out the use of recitation meetings.

2. Problem solutions were duplicated (and on a few occasions taped

solutions were prepared), and distributed to the students to

enable them to check their own work when they completed it.

3. In lieu of problem solutions submitted for grading, the students

were given weekly quizzes treating the previous week's material.

This expanded attempt at the use of the A-T approach produced posi-

tive results similar to those obtained previously. In addition to the

positive results obtained, however, there were a few areas of difficulty.

Students, as well as staff, noted the need to.return to at least one

recitation section per week with an associated greater emphasis placed

on problem solutions, since the A-T students were taking the same exam-

inations as the students in the L-R-L format. Also, a more efficient

means of handling the orientation to, the evaluation of, a student's

laboratory work seemed desirable. The third major need expressed was

one of improved communication of announcements between staff and stu-

dents. We sought to corre9t some of these difficulties with the units

to be developed and presented for the Spring Semester, 1971.

The Spring Semester's Exploration

During the Spring Semester with the help of Gay Zaumeyer, a teaching

assistant in the course, and Carl Naegele and Al Hilgendorf 10 , graduate

students in science education, several new units were developed and pre-

sented via ik-T. The units dealt with the topics of Electricity and

Magnetism, presented during the first 6 weeks of the semester, and the

subsequent 3 1/2 week revised unit on Special Relativity. This material

carried the students through the first two preliminary examinations. Due

to lack of staff time, the remaining material in the course (the quantum

nature of matter and energy, atomic and nuclear physics) was not presented

via A-T methods. Thus the A0-4C students returned to the L-R-L format

following the second prelim.

In light of some of the shortcomings noted during the.Autumn Semes-

11
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ter, the following features were added to the Spring Semester presenta-

tion.

1. Instead of weekly quizzes, biweekly quizzes were initiated.

2. Students were scheduled to attend one recitation meeting each

week during which topics of common interest, quiz results,

announcements and solutions to complex or especially trouble-

some problems are dealt with.

3. Students were assigned problems associated with each lesson, and

were required to turn in their solutions to a few of the assigned

problems. Duplicated solutions for all assigned problems were

available to the students after they had submitted solutions to

the selected problems. The graded solutions were then returned

to the students during that week's recitation meeting.

L. Finally, student laboratory work was evaluated on a somewhat

different basis than that normally used. Instead of evaluating

a student's laboratory work on the basis of reports written

and submitted for batch grading along with reports of other

students,.the.students individually brought their completed

reports to one of the instructors, and the evaluation was made

on the basis of the student's oral description and explanation

of the work to the instructor. It was felt that this placed

a more appropriate emphasis on being able to understand the

communicate laboratory results, gave the student immediate feed-

back concerning successes as well as difficulties, and provide

the instructor, in roughly the same or less time, with a better

estimate of the understanding and skills gained by the student.

A Look Into the Future

It is envisioned that ultimately the entire course, accommodating

400 to SOO students, will be redesigned to include the A-T format. Though

it may not have been apparent thus far, the authors do not feel that the

A-T mode of instruction should be used to the exclusion of all other

methods available. On the contrary, it is our feeling that there are

aspects of instruction which are handled better in other formats. The

12
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first arrangement we would like to attempt in a full-scale utilization

of A-T would incorporate what we feel are the best features of all methods

available for working with students. The major concept development,

illustrated through student-conducted, small-scale,demonstrations, film-

loops, textbook, etc., can be nicely integrated via the audio tape with

the laboratory experience of the student. (We have not considered pre-

sentation via video tape because of the prohibitively greater expense

and the technical difficulties associated with its large-scale use by

individual students.) Discussion of problems, common difficulties, etc.,

providing for group interaction and group contact with a teaching assist-

ant could be handled with several regularly scheduled recitation meetings

per week open to students on an optional basis. The opprotunity for

students to see large-scale demonstrations, hear motivational, general

interest lectures dealing with topics (historical, philosophical, etc.)

which excite o have excited physicists, as presented by the faculty,

guest lectureres, and graduate students can best be handled in the stan-

dard large group lecture format. The viewing of larger 16-mm films and

administration of tests can also be more conveniently accomplished in such

common assemblies. Evaluation would, in part, be conducted through the

use of more frequent, short examinations (rather than the current two,

two-hour exams given each semester), together with the administration of

the standard final examination. These marks along with periodic evalu-

ation of the student's laboratory work, perhaps would be used, with other

information related to the student's work, to arrive at his final grade

in the course.

The pace and magnitude of future developments in connection with

the Physics 101-102 A-T program will primarily depend on the availability

of financial support for hardware for a large-scale operation and the

availability of staff, faculty and graduate students sufficiently inter-

ested in the project to expend the effort to develop and revise the soft-

ware. It is hoped that a major development project can be conducted

during the summer of 1971.

An exploration of this type, whether it be into the use of A-T,

"self-paced instruction", computer-based instruction or whatever, pro-

vides an opportunity for trying a number of different things which

might not otherwise be attempted and to learn, through "self-examination",

13
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how best to incorporate available forms of instruction, the old as well

as the new, into a course format to provide a more efficient, and more

enjoyable course for students to take. After all, isn't this what it's

all about?
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An Exploration of the Use of Audio-TIAtorial InatruoLion

in an Introductory Physics Course
at Cornell University

Martin N. Thorsland and Joseph C. Wesney, Cornell University

At Cornell University, members of the PhySiesDepartment and the Science Educa-

tion Department have combined their efforts to bring about a change in introductory

physics instruction with very favorable results. This paper will deal with that change,

the implementation of an audio-tutorial (A-T) mode of instruction in a four credit hour,

non-calculus, introductory physics course for non-physical science majors.

In recognition of the shortcomings inherent in the traditional lecture-recitation-

laboratory (L-R-L) approach it was decided that an attempt be made at a method of in-

struction which would integrate most of the tasks now being handled separately by the

lecture and laboratory, and at the same time provide some means of permitting the stu-

dent to more efficiently control his own work in the course. To these desires,

it was decided to explore Ae use of an A-T method of guidance and instruction: similar

to that used by Dr. S.N. Postlethwait. Professor Postlethwait originated the audio-

tutorial approach for use in his introductory botany course at Purdue University in

1961.

In the A-T a?proach, a tape-guided distussion is integrated with various Ltudent

activities such as laboratory work, viewing film-loops, observing and conducting dem-

onstrations, solving problemG and so forth. All materials aro available in a central

location with an instructor on duty for individual help at all times. There are sev-

eral aspects of the A4 approach that make it very attractive as an instructional for-

mat. Among these are student self-pacing, integratioA of activities and concentration

of the student's effort. The lessons are a tented presentation which car be designed

to offer the student a variety of approaches and the format offers the availability of

immediate assistance and feedback.

The first,tqaterial selated for presentation via A-T was a wee'16anit on Heat

and ThermodynaMics echeduled for use in. November, 1969. This,unit was selected be-

cause it wee rather short and self-contained, and it offered ample oppOrtunity for in-

cluding active involvement of the student in the lessons. Fifty of the 400 students

enrolled in the course were selected for participation in the A4 program, and received

material staler to that'presented in the lecture and laboratory portions of the course.

All stUdents in the course took the saMe exam.. The A-T students demonstrated as much

understanding of the Heat andThermodynamics material as the L.41-L students. .However,

the affective response of the A-T students was so very favorable that plans were made

for another A-T umit in the Spring Zemest=sr,

In I./arch 1970, a second unit on Special Relativity, was presented to about fifty

students. This topic was chosen because it is probably the least amenable unit for

prosentation via the A.T method of any unit in the course, and it was felt that if it

could successfully be adapted to A,T presentation, anything else treated in the course

.could. acwall. The student response to this unit proved extremely favorable, oven to

the point where 20 or so students not in the A.T sections sought extensive extra help

through .0e A-T Materials.

.
On the basis of the rather successfUl outcome of the use.of the two A-T-units

during the_1969-70-academió yeari sufficient interest had been generated to Seek a

-continuation*, on al expanded scale, during the 1970-71 acadamic.year.. With assistance

tram other-graduate students the.first 10 weeks of the Autumn Semester were presmted

via Ade io'about 70 students. :This included all the topics 'Of Newtonian Neahanics,

and Heat,gnktiermodynamies offered in the course. For the remaining four weeks of

stherseteiter 'the,students returned to the standard L-11-L course format. This expanded

attempt at:the us. of.the AffliT approach produced .positive results similar to thosa

obialned previously.
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During the Spring Semester the new units to be developed and pre _;ted via A-T

will deal with topics in Eleotricity.andMagnetism, and ftllowed by tne revision of

the Special Relativity unit.

It is envisioned that ultimately the entire course, accommodating 400 to 500

students, will be redegigned to include the A-T format. Though it may not have been

apparent thus far, the aUthors do not feel that the A-T mode of instruction sivuld bp

used to the exclusion of all other methods available. On the contrary, it is our

feeling that there are aspects of instrUction which are handled better in other for-

mats. The first arrangement we would like to attempt in a full-scale utilization of

A-T would invornorate what we feel are the best features of all methods available for

working with students. The major concept development, illustrated through student-

conducted, small-scale demonstrations, film-loops, etc., can be nicely integrated

with the laboratory experience of the.student via the audio tape. Discussion of prob-

lems, common difficulties, etc., providing for group interaction and group contact

with a teaching assistant could be handled with several regularly scheduled recitation

meetings during tho week, open to the student on an optional basis. The opportunity

for students to see large-scale demonstrations,,view 16Mm films, and hear motivational,

general interest lectures dealing with relevant topics of current, historical, andAr

philosophical interest can best be handled in the large group lecture format. These

large group oersions could be conducted by faculty, guest lecturers, and graduate

students handling those aspects and topicq which interest them most. Tests can also

be more conveniently administered in such common assemblies. Evaluation would, in

part, be conducted through the use of more frequent, short examinations (rather than

the cuzent two, two-hour exams given each semester), and administration of the stan-

dard final examination. These marks along with periodic evaluations of the studentss

laboratory work, perhaps based on personal interviews with, instructors (depending on

the results of this semesterls'trial use of this method of evaluation) would be used,

with other information related to the.stwientls work, to arrive at his final grade

in the course.

The pace and magnitude of fUture developments in connection with the Physics

101-102 A-T program will primarilY depend on the availability of financial.support

for hardware for a large-scale operation and the availability of staff, faculty and

graduate students sufficiently interested in the project to expend the effort to

develop and revise the software. It is hoped that &major development .project can be

conducted during coming summer.

An exploration of this. type provides an opportunity for trying a number.of dif-

ferent things which might not otherWise be attempted, and to learn, throutaLuself-

examinatien", how best to incdrporate,available forms of instruction, the old as

well as the new, into a course format to provide a more efficient, and more enjoyable

course for students to take. After all, isn't this what itsi ell about?

(This paper is.being presented as a contributed paper on February 3, 1971, at the'

40th Annual Meeting,of the Americaa Association of Physics Teachers.)


